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An Hadarnard matrix H is a matrix of order n all of whose elements 
are § 1 or -- 1 and which satisfies HH r = n ln .  H = S + In is a skew-type 
Hadamard matrix if S r = - -S .  
It is conjectured that an Hadamard matrix always exists for n = 4t, 
t any integer. Many known matrices and classes of matrices can be found 
in [11. 
In [I, p. 207] it is noted that an Hadamard matrix of order h(h - -  1) 
always exists when h = 2~(p s § 1), r, s integers and p a prime such that 
p8 + 1 ~= 0 (mod 4). We now consider cases p8 ~ 1 (mod 4). 
Let p(prime) ~ 1 (mod 4) and let A = (ais), B = (bij), D = (d,j), all 
p • p matrices, be given as follows where x( i )  is the Legendre symbol 
modulo p. 
dij = iO i = j ,  
tx ( J  - -  i) i 5~ j ,  
A =D+L 
B=D- -L  
Further define J to be the p • p matrix of  all -t- l 's and K = J - -  2I 
where I is the p • p unit matrix. 
Since J, K, A and B are circulant and symmetric they commute in 
pairs. 
Now j j r  
KK  r 
DD r 
so AA r 
BB  r 
= pJ~, 
= 4/~ + (p -- 4) J~,, 
=pg - J , ,  
= (Dq-Lp) (D+l~, )  r = DD T+2D+L 
= (p _t_ 1)/~ -- J~ -I- 2D, 
= (D - -  I~)(D - -  I~) r = DD r - -  2D - -  I~ 
=(p+ 1) I~- - J~- -20 .  
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Then, if 
M = [_ J  K] and N----[A B] ,  
MM r = (4I, + (2p -- 4) J,) • Is and NN r = (2(p + 1) I, -- 2J~) • I s . 
Since A, B, J, K obey the condition above, 
MN r= [ JA r  + KB r 
[ - -KA  r + JB r 
= [ A J r  + BK r 
I - -AK  r + B J  r 
JB r --  KAr  
- -KB  r -- JAr ]  
B J r  -- AK  r] 
_BK  r -- A J r  l = NM r. 
THEOREM 1. I f  there exists a skew-type Hadamardmatr ix H = S + I ,_ 1 
o f  order p --  1, where p(prime) ~- 1 (mod 4), and i f  M and N are as defined 
above then H = S • N + I,_1 x M is an Hadamard matrix o f  order 
2p(p --  1). 
PROOF: 
SO 
HH r ----- (S + 1,_0(S r + I~_x) = SS r + l~_t 
= (p -- 1) 1,_1, 
sS  r = (p  - 2 )1 , _1 .  
Then 
H_H r=(SX N+I , _ t  x M)(S r x N r+ I , _1  x M r ) 
----- SS  r X NN r + S X NM r -F  S r X MN r + I ,_ l  x MM r 
= I~_ a x (4I, + (2p -- 4) J,) x Is 
+ (p -  2)I,_1 • (2(p + 1) I , -  2J,) • /2 
= {4 + 2(p -- 2)(p + 1)}/~,(~_a) 
= 2p(p -- 1)/',,(,_x). 
If D is defined by the quadratic residues of GF(p O, p" a prime power, 
instead of by the Legendre symbol we have, similarly, 
THEOREM 2. I f  there exists a skew-type Hadamard matrix o f  order 
pr _ 1, where pr (prime power) --= 1 (mod 4), and i f  M and N are as 
defined above then H = S • N + 1 x M is an Hadamard matrix o f  order 
2p'(p ~-  1). 
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